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We consider the evolution of a surface 1(t) according to the equation V=H&H ,
where V is the normal velocity of 1(t), H is the sum of the two principal curvatures
and H is the average of H on 1(t). We study the case where 1(t) intersects
orthogonally a fixed surface 7 and discuss some aspects of the dynamics of 1(t)
under the assumption that the volume of the region enclosed between 1(t) and 7
is small. We show that, in this case, if 1(0) is near a hemisphere, 1(t) keeps its
almost hemispherical shape and slides on 7 crawling approximately along orbits of
the tangential gradient {H7 of the sum H7 of the two principal curvatures of 7.
We also show that, if p # 7 is a nondegenerate zero of {H7 and a>0 is sufficiently
small, then there is a surface of constant mean curvature which is near a hemisphere
of radius a with center near p and intersects 7 orthogonally.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS
In this paper we consider a surface 1(t)R3 evolving under
V=H&H , (1.1)
where V is the velocity in the normal direction, H is the sum of the two
principal curvatures of 1(t), and H is the average of H on 1(t). The sign
conventions for V and H are that H is positive for a sphere and V is
positive for a shrinking sphere. This equation has been studied in [6] and,
in connection with a problem in general relativity, in [8]. In contrast with
motion by mean curvature [4], a compact surface, say the boundary of a
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smooth open set, which evolves according to Eq. (1.1) does not come to an
extinction. In fact subtracting H implies the volume enclosed by 1(t) is
constant during the evolution. Our interest here is on the situation where
1(t), a surface with boundary, evolves under (1.1) remaining in contact
with a fixed surface 7, in the sense that it satisfies the boundary condition
1(t) = 7 along 1(t). (1.2)
That is, 1(t) intersects 7 at right angle along 1(t).
The mean curvature motion of a surface satisfying some kind of bound-
ary conditions including (1.2), but without imposing the volume constraint
was recently studied by several authors; see for instance [7, 14, 10, 11, 1,
5, 13, 12]. We are interested in the influence of the boundary condition on
the evolution of 1(t) and in particular in understanding how the geometric
properties of 7 influence the dynamics of 1(t) when the volume |01(t) | of
the region 01(t) enclosed between 1(t) and 7 is equal to a small constant
(say |01(t) |=2?a33 with 0<a<<1). Under this assumption we are able
to show that if the initial surface 1(0) is close to a small hemisphere, then
1(t) slides on 7 keeping its almost hemispherical shape and the path of its
center p1(t) on 7 is approximately one of the orbits of the ODE
p* 1=
3a
4
{H7 ( p1),
where {H7 ( p) is the tangential gradient of the sum H7 of the two principal
curvatures of 7 at the point p # 7. To see why it should be so, we note that,
as for motion by mean curvature, also the geometric evolution (1.1), (1.2)
is area decreasing. Then it is quite natural to expect that, if a<<1, first of
all 1(t) approaches an almost hemispherical shape and then, in order to
further reduce the value of its area, moves towards regions of 7 of higher
and higher curvature. Our results concern the case dim(1(t))=2 and we
only consider classical solutions to Eq. (1.1).
Let us now introduce some notation to state the mail results, which have
been announced in [2].
In the following 7=0 where 0 is a smooth bounded open set in R3 of
class Ck with k4 sufficiently large to have enough smoothness as needed.
We let Np and Tp7 be the unit inward normal and the tangent plane to 7
at p # 7, respectively. For any p # 7 in a suitable neighbourhood of a given
point of 7 we denote by &i ( p), i=1, 2, 3 a triple of orthonormal vectors
such that &3( p)=Np , with &i ( } ) functions of class Ck&1. We can associate
to p a Ck function ,( } ; p), defined in a neighbourhood of the origin 0 # R2,
such that
,(0; p)=0, {,(0; p)=0, (1.3)
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which is a local representation of 7 around p in the sense that q near p
belongs to 7 if and only if
q= p+ y1&1( p)+ y2&2( p)+,( y1 , y2 ; p) &3( p) (1.4)
for some y1 , y2 small.
Given a # ]0, a [ with a >0 sufficiently small, we define a diffeomorphism
g( } ; p, a) mapping the fixed region
Bd :=[y=( y1 , y2 , y3) # R3 : |y|<1+d, y30], (1.5)
d>0 a fixed small number, onto a region of size of order a, lying inside 0 ,
and such that Bd & [ y3=0] is mapped onto a neighbourhood of p in 7.
We let
g(y; p, a) :=p+R( p) } [ay+,(ay1 , ay2 ; p) e3]=x, y # Bd , (1.6)
where ei , i=1, 2, 3 are the unit vectors of the canonical basis of R3 and
R( p) is the orthogonal matrix defined by Rij ( p) :=(ei , &j ( p)), i, j=1, 2, 3.
Notice that the map y  p+aR( p) } y is a diffeomorphism between Bd
and the half ball [x # R3 : |x& p|<a(1+d), (x& p, &3( p))0]. The correc-
tion ,(ay1 , ay2 ; p) &3( p) is of order O(a2) and ensures that the plane [ y3=0]
is locally mapped onto a neighbourhood of p in 7.
Fix p # 7. For a, d sufficiently small, given a C2+: function r: S+ 
]1&d, 1+d[, where S+ :=[u=(u1 , u2 , u3) # R3 : |u|=1, u30], the map
u # S+  g(r(u)u; p, a), (1.7)
defines a surface 1 of class C2+:
1=1(r; p, a) :=[x: x=g(r(u)u; p, a): u # S+], (1.8)
whose boundary is 1=[x: x=g(r(u)u; p, a): u # S+] and 1 & 7=1.
Definition 1.1. Given p # 7, a # ]0, a [ and $ a fixed small positive
number, we denote by 4 p, a$ the set of all surfaces 1 defined by (1.8), when
r varies in the set of all functions of class C2+:(S+; R) such that
&r&1&C 2+:<$. We let 4a$ := p # 7 4
p, a
$ .
As we show in Proposition 4.2 and in Appendix A, if $ is smaller than
some $ >0, by imposing a suitable orthogonality condition, we can define
a smooth nonlinear projection which associates to each 1 # 4a$ a point
p1 # 7 which can be considered as the center of 1 and coincides with the
center of 1 when 1 is a hemisphere and 7 is flat.
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Definition 1.2. Given p # 7 and a # ]0, a [, we denote by 4 p, a$ the set
of all 1 # 4a$ that are such that p1= p and satisfy the volume constraint
|01 |=2?a33, (1.9)
where 01 is the region enclosed between 1 and 7 and |01 | is the measure
of 01 . We let 4 a$ := p # 7 4
p, a
$ .
Our first theorem reduces the problem of finding the stationary solutions
to (1.1), (1.2) to the problem of finding the zeros of a suitable vector field
on 7, see also Theorem 5.4.
Theorem 1.3. There is a number a >0 such that the following holds. For
any a # ]0, a [ there exist smooth maps
p  c( p; a) # Tp7, p  1 p, a # 4a$ ,
depending smoothly on a # ]0, a [, such that
(i) c( p; a)= 34{H7 ( p)+ac
1( p; a) and the function c1 is smooth and
uniformly bounded together with its derivatives;
(ii) the surface 1 p, a belongs to 4 p, a$ and satisfies the boundary condi-
tion (1.2); moreover 1 p, a approaches a hemisphere as a  0+, in the sense
that the surface [ |x& p|a: x # 1 p, a] approaches S+ in the C2+: topology;
(iii) the family of almost hemispherical surfaces Ma :=[1 p, a : p # 7]
is a ‘‘quasi invariant ’’ manifold for (1.1). In fact the following estimate holds,
a :
2
i=1
ci ( p; a) \ x& p|x& p| , &i ( p)++O(a2 |c( p; a)| )=H(x)&H , x # 1 p, a,
ci ( p; a) :=(c( p; a), &i ( p)), i=1, 2,
(1.10)
where H(x) is the sum of the two principal curvatures of 1 p, a at x;
(iv) let 1 0 # 4 a$ be in a a
2-neighbourhood of Ma (in the C2+: sense of
point (ii)); then 1 0 satisfies
H(x)=H , x # 1 0,
together with the boundary condition (1.2) if and only if there exists p0 # 7
such that
c( p0 ; a)=0, 1 0=1 p0 , a.
Remark 1.4. The smoothness of c1( } ; a) implies that, if p # 7 is a non-
degenerate zero of {H7 , then there exists a neighbourhood U7 of p such
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that, for each a # ]0, a [, there is a unique pa # U where c( pa ; a)=0, and
therefore 1 p a, a is a stationary solution to (1.1), (1.2) (see Corollary 5.6).
This parallels a result in [15].
Remark 1.5. From Theorem 1.3(iv) it follows that, in general, given
p # 7, it is not possible to construct a surface of constant mean curvature
which intersects 7 orthogonally, satisfies (1.9) and is contained in a
a2-neighbourhood of Ma. However, Theorem 1.3 implies that 1 p, a is a good
approximation to such a surface. Indeed we have supx # 1 p, a ( |H(x)&H |H )
=O(a2), which follows from the estimate (1.10) and (ii) which implies
H =O(a&1). We also note that the estimate in (iii) says that the manifold
Ma is ‘‘quasi-invariant’’ under the dynamics of (1.1), (1.2) because (1.10)
implies that the function 1 p, a % x  H(x)&H is close to a linear combina-
tion of the functions x  ((x& p)|x& p|, &i ( p)), i=1, 2, which approxi-
mately span the tangent space to Ma at 1 p, a. In fact (x& p)|x& p| is
approximately the unit normal to 1 p, a at x and ((x& p)|x& p|, s& i ( p)) is
approximately the normal displacement from 1 p, a to 1 p(s), a at x, where
p(s) # 7 is the point whose projection on Tp7 is p+s&i ( p).
Therefore it is natural to conjecture the existence of a true invariant
manifold for (1.1), (1.2) near Ma which is homeomorphic to 7. The next
theorem substantiates this conjecture by saying that solutions to (1.1), (1.2)
starting near Ma remain near Ma for t # [0, +[. The theorem also states
that the vector field p  c( p; a) not only determines stationary solutions to
(1.1), (1.2) but also describes the dynamics near Ma in a rather precise
way.
Let p # 7, a # ]0, a [, and K>0. We set
W p, aK :=[1: 1 # 4
a, p
$ , 1 = 7 on 1, d(1, 1
p, a)a4K |c( p1 ; a)|], (1.11)
where d(1, 1 p, a) is defined in Remark 6.3. The set p # 7 W p, aK is a sort of
tubular neighbourhood of Ma, whose thickness depends on the local value
of the vector field c( p; a) and shrinks to zero when c( p; a)=0.
Theorem 1.6. There are a >0 and numbers K2K1>0 such that, for
any a # ]0, a [, problem (1.1), (1.2) with initial condition 1(0) # W p1 (0) , aK1 has
a unique classical solution t  1(t) in [0, +[. Moreover 1(t) # W p1 (t) , aK2
for t # [0, +[ and the function t  p1(t) satisfies the estimate
p* 1(t)=ac( p1(t) ; a)+O(a
4 |c( p1(t) ; a)| ), t # [0, +[.
We remark that, if we introduce the slow time { :=at, then Theorems 1.6,
1.3 imply that 1({a) collapses, as a  0+, to the point p~ ({) :=lima  0+ p1({a)
and p~ ({) moves on 7 according to the ODE dp~ d{= 34{H7 (p~ ).
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2. NOTATION
We represent S+ with coordinates %,., where % # [0, 2?[ is the longitude
and . # ]0, ?2] is the colatitude; hence we shall consider r and u in (1.8)
as functions r(t, %, .), u(%, .).
We shall identify functions defined on S+ (operators defined on L2(S+))
with functions (operators) defined on [0, 2?[_]0, ?2] (on L2(]0, 2?[_
]0, ?2[)).
With our choice of the coordinates %, . the standard product ( } , } ) in
L2(S+) (resp. ( } , } ) 0 in L2(S+)), the space of real measurable square
integrable functions on S+ (resp. on S+), is
( f, g) =|
2?
0
|
?2
0
fg sin . d. d% \resp. ( f, g) 0=|
2?
0
fg d%+ . (2.1)
For continuous functions f, g defined on S+ we write ( f, g) 0 to mean the
scalar product of the traces of f, g on S+.
In the following we denote Ci+:(S+ ; R) simply by Ci+:, i=0, 1, 2. For
any f # C2+: let
Lf :=
1
sin . \
f%%
sin .
+( f. sin .).++2f. (2.2)
L with the boundary condition f.=0 at .=?2 coincides with the
linearization of the right hand side of Eq. (1.1) at 1=S+ and equals the
LaplaceBeltrami operator 2S+ on S+ plus twice the identity.
By Green’s formula, if f, g # C2+: we have
(Lf, g)&( f, Lg)=( f. , g) 0&( f, g.) 0 . (2.3)
Let ‘i : S+  R, i=0, 1, 2, be defined as
‘0 :=
1
- 2?
, ‘ i (u) := 32? (u, ei) i=1, 2, u # S+. (2.4)
Then (‘i , ‘j)=$ij for i, j=1, 2, 3 ($ ij the Kronecker delta) and L‘0=2‘0 ,
L‘i=0 for i=1, 2.
Definition 2.1. We let C2+:N :=[ f # C
2+: : f.=0 at .=?2] and
LN : C2+:N  C
: be the operator defined by f  LN f :=Lf. We let C i+:,
i=0, 1, 2, be the space of all functions f # Ci+: satisfying the orthogonality
conditions ( f, ‘i)=0 for i=1, 2 and having zero average, i.e. ( f, ‘0)=0.
We let C 2+:N :=[ f # C
2+: : f.=0 at .=?2]. Finally, A } z denotes the
product of a vector z by a matrix A.
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3. A QUASI-LINEAR INTEGRAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
The evolutionary equation (1.1) for a surface 1(t) satisfying (1.2) can be
regarded as the gradient system associated with the area functional under
the constraint that the volume of 01(t) remains constant. Indeed the first
variation of the area of 1 under the volume constraint is given by
|
1
(x^, n)(H&H )+|
1
(x^, { 7 n), (3.1)
where x^: 1  R3 is a smooth vector field tangent to 7 on 1, n is the unit
normal to 1 pointing outside 01 , and { is a unit vector tangent to 1
oriented in such a way that ({ 7 n, &3)<0.
Recalling (1.6) we set
X(y; p, a) :=R( p) } [y+a&1,(ay1 , ay2 ; p) e3]. (3.2)
The generic point x # 1(t) can be regarded as a function of t, %, .,
x(t, %, .)= p+aX(r(t, %, .) u(%, .); p, a), (3.3)
see (1.6), (1.8). Once the point p # 7 is fixed, the map t  1(t) # 4 p, a$ is
uniquely represented by the function t  r(t) # C2+: through (1.8); there-
fore (1.1), (1.2) are equivalent to an equation for r, which is described in
the following proposition.
Proposition 3.1. Let t  1(t) # 4a$ be a smooth map and let t  r*(t) #
C2+: be the local representation (1.8) of t  1(t) corresponding to some
fixed p* # 7. Then t  1(t) is a solution to (1.1), (1.2) if and only if the
function t  r*(t) is a solution to
a rt*=
(x% 7 n.+n% 7 x. , Xy } u)
(Xy } u, n)2 |x% 7 x. |
&
2?0 
?2
0 ((x% 7 n.+n% 7 x. , Xy } u)(Xy } u, n)) d. d%
(Xy } u, n) 2?0 
?2
0 |x% 7 x. | d. d%
, (3.4)
(n 7 x% , Xy } u)=0, .=?2, (3.5)
where n :=x. 7 x% |x. 7 x% | and Xy =Xy (r*(t, %, .) u(%, .); p*, a).
Proof. We omit p* and a in the notation of X. The area of 1 is
2?0 
?2
0 |x% 7 x. | d. d%, where, by (3.3),
x% 7 x.=a
2[Xy (r*(u)u) } (r%*u+r*u%)] 7 [Xy (r*(u)u) } (r.*u+r*u.)].
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If r^ is the variation of r*, we denote by x^ the corresponding variation of
x. Then the variation $r^ |x% 7 x. | of |x% 7 x. | corresponding to r^ is given
by
$ r^ |x% 7 x. |=\ x. 7 x%|x. 7 x% | , x^. 7 x%+x. 7 x^%+
=(x% 7 n, x^.)+(n 7 x. , x^%)
=(x% 7 n, x^).+(n 7 x. , x^)%&((x% 7 n). , x^)&((n7 x.)% , x^)
=(x% 7 n, x^).+(n 7 x. , x^)%&(x% 7 n.+n% 7 x. , x^). (3.6)
Note that (3.3) implies x^=ar^Xy } u, hence (x^, n)=ar^(Xy } u, n) and x^=
Xy } u((x^, n)(Xy } u, n)). Therefore, using (3.6),
|
2?
0
|
?2
0
$ r^ |x% 7 x. | d. d%
=|
2?
0
(x% 7 n, x^) |.=?2 d%
&|
2?
0
|
?2
0
(x% 7 n.+n% 7 x. , Xy } u)
|x% 7 x. | (Xy } u, n)
(x^, n) |x% 7 x. | d. d%. (3.7)
It follows
H=&
(x% 7 n.+n% 7 x. , Xy } u)
|x% 7 x. | (Xy } u, n)
on 1(t). (3.8)
Finally we recall that the normal velocity V of 1(t) is V=&a(Xy } u, n) rt*.
From (3.7), (3.8) the proposition follows. K
Remark 3.2. The boundary condition (3.5) correctly expresses the
orthogonality of 1(t) to 7 on 1(t). Indeed, if x # 1(t), the tangent plane
to 7 at x is spanned by x% and Xy } u. Therefore condition (3.5), which is
the same as ((Xy } u) 7 x% , n)=0, is equivalent to the orthogonality between
n and Nx along 1(t).
4. THE EVOLUTIONARY EQUATION OF 1 IN THE MOVING
FRAME DETERMINED BY P1
Since we expect that, for a<<1, there exist solutions to (1.1), (1.2)
corresponding approximately to a hemisphere that rigidly slides on 7, it is
natural to try to separate the rigid part of the motion from the rest by
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writing an equation for the evolution of 1(t) with respect to a suitable
moving frame.
Remark 4.1. The representation r of 1 # 4a$ in the form (1.8) is not
unique. Indeed it depends on the choice of p and, for fixed p, on the choice
of the orthonormal vectors &1( p), &2( p) on Tp7. If O is the matrix of a
rotation around &3( p) and new vectors & i$( p), i=1, 2 are introduced
through &i ( p)=O } & i$( p), then the new representation r$ of 1 is given by
r$(u)=r(O } u).
We now introduce a smooth nonlinear projection that associates to each
surface 1 # 4a$ a specific point p1 # 7. As soon as p1 is defined, we also have
(once &i , i=1, 2 have been chosen) a uniquely determined representation
r1 of 1.
Proposition 4.2. If $, a are sufficiently small, for each 1 # 4a$ , a # ]0, a ],
there are a uniquely determined point p1 # 7 and a function r1 # C2+: such
that 1 is given by (1.8) with p, r replaced by p1 , r1 respectively, and r1
satisfies the orthogonality conditions (r1 , ‘i) =0, i=1, 2. The function r1 is
uniquely determined modulus a rotation, that is, if &i , i=1, 2 are rotated by
an angle | around &3 , then r1 changes to the function r|1 given by r
|
1 (%, .)
=r1 (%+|, .).
Proof. See Appendix A. K
Remark 4.3. If we assume that 7=[ y3=0] and a=1, then all hemi-
spheres of radius 1 obtained by translating S+ on 7 are stationary solu-
tions to (1.1), (1.2). This implies that the linearization L of Eq. (1.1)
around S+ has 0 as a double eigenvalue and one can check that span[‘1 , ‘2]
is the corresponding eigenspace. For small a>0, the problem we are
concerned with in this paper can be considered as a perturbation of the
above ideal situation. It is then natural to define p1 by imposing the
orthogonality conditions in Proposition 4.2.
Due to Proposition 4.2, Eq. (3.4) is equivalent to a system of equations
for ( p1 , r1). In the following instead of r1 as one of the unknowns we take
the function v1 :=a&1(r1&r 1 ), r 1 being the average of r1 . The factor a&1
is introduced to have v1 of order 1. Note that the function v1 belongs to
C 2+:. As explained in the following proposition, we can replace r1 by v1
because of the volume constraint.
Proposition 4.4. Fix p # 7. Let 1 # 4 p, a$ and let r1 # C
2+: be the
representation of 1 in Proposition 4.2. Then, given C>0, there is a >0 such
that for any a # ]0, a [ the map
r1  v1 :=a&1(r1&r 1) (4.1)
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has a smooth inverse v1  r1 from BC :=[v # C 2+: : &v&C2+:<C] onto a
a-neighbourhood of r#1 in [r # C2+: : 1(r; p, a) # 4 p, a$ ]. Moreover the map
v1  r1 has the expression
r1=1+av1+a2#(v1 , a), (4.2)
where #: BC_]0, a [  R is a smooth functional bounded together with its
Fre che t derivative #v . K
Proof. See Appendix A. K
Equation (3.4) can be formally written as
r* *( p*, t)=L( p*, r*( p*, t)), (4.3)
where L is the integral differential operator at the right hand side of (3.4),
and we have dropped the dependence on a. The function r* that corre-
sponds to a solution t  1(t) of (1.1) depends on the choice of p*. If we
set p*= p1 (t) in (4.3), then r1(t)=r*( p1(t) , t), and therefore
r* *=&r*p* p* 1+r* 1=L( p1 , r1). (4.4)
In Propositions 4.9, 4.12 we derive explicit expressions of the right and the
left hand sides of (4.4) in terms of ( p1 , v1). We need the following simple
result.
Lemma 4.5. Let S1 , S2 : R3  R3 be the symmetries defined by S1 y=
( y1 , &y2 , y3), S2y=(&y1 , y2 , y3). Let
F\ :=[ f : S+  R : f (u)=\ f (Si u), i=1, 2], F :=F& _ F+ ,
V\ :=[v: S+  R3 : S i (v(u))=\v(S iu), i=1, 2], V :=V& _ V+ .
Then
f, g # F O fg # F, f # F, v # V O fv # V,
v, w # V O (v, w) # F, v 7 w # V.
Moreover, if f # F, v # V are differentiable, then f% , f. # F and v% , v. # V.
Remark 4.6. Lemma 4.5 holds true when S+ is replaced by S+, except
for the assertions concerning f. , v. .
Definition 4.7. In the following the symbol / stands for a finite linear
combination of functions /i : S+  R (resp. /i : S+  R) or vector fields
/i : S+  R3 (resp. /i : S+  R3) which may depend smoothly on v and its
derivatives with respect to %, . and have the property that v # F O /i # F
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(or /i # V). We use the symbol / even to denote different functions or
vector fields of this type in the same equation.
Definition 4.8. We use the notation f j= f j (v, p, a), j=0, 1, 2, to
indicate a smooth function of u # S+ (or u # S+), v(u)+a#(v, a), Dhv(u),
0h j, a # [0, a ], p # 7, which is bounded in compact sets together with
its derivatives. We let f j be the average of f j on S+ and F j=
F j (v, p, a, f j), j=0, 1, 2, be a smooth function which depends on the same
arguments as f j but also on the averages f j1 , ..., f
j
m of some functions
f j1 , ..., f
j
m .
Proposition 4.9. The right hand side L of Eq. (3.4) has the following
expression in terms of ( p1 , v1) :=( p, v):
L(1+av+a2#(v, a), p, a)=a&1(Lv&(Lv, ‘0) ‘0+ l0
&(l 0, ‘0) ‘0)+l1+/+aF2, (4.5)
where
l 0 :=cos .[(2 cos2 .&3 sin2 .)(,11 cos
2 %+2,12 cos % sin %+,22 sin
2 %)
+(cos2 %&sin2 %)(,22&,11)&4,12 cos % sin %], (4.6)
l1 :=cos . sin .[[(cos2 .&2 sin2 .) ,111+,122 ] cos3 %
+[(cos2 .&8 sin2 .) ,122+,222 ] cos2 % sin %
+[,111+(cos2 .&8 sin2 .) ,112 ] cos % sin2 %
+[,112+(cos2 .&2 sin2 .) ,222 ] sin3 %]. (4.7)
Moreover the boundary condition in (3.5) is equivalent to
v.=*0+a(*1+/)+a2f 1, .=?2, (4.8)
where
*0 := 12 (,11+,22)+
1
2(,11&,22) cos 2%+,12 sin 2%, (4.9)
*1 := 12 (,111 cos
3 %+3,112 cos2 % sin %+3,122 cos % sin2 %+,222 sin3 %).
(4.10)
Here ,ij=(2,yi y j )(0; p) and ,ijk=(3,yi y j yk )(0; p), i, j, k=1, 2.
Proof. See Appendix B. K
Remark 4.10. Note that (l 0, ‘i)=(*0, ‘i) 0=0, i=1, 2.
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Remark 4.11. From Propositions 3.1, 4.9, and the expression (3.8) of
H, it follows that the right hand side of (4.5) multiplied by the factor
a(Xy } u, n) coincides with &(H&H ). We also note that (8.4), (8.12) in
Appendix B imply (Xy } u, n)=1+O(a).
Proposition 4.12. The left hand side of Eq. (3.4) has the following
expression in terms of ( p1 , v1) :=( p, v):
rt*=a&1[( p* , &1( p))(u, e1)+( p* , &2( p))(u, e2)]+8 } p* +avt+a2#vvt ,
(4.11)
where 8 is a smooth function of u, v, Dv, p, a.
Proof. See Appendix B. K
Remark 4.13. The first term at the right-hand side of (4.11) is the main
contribution to rt* and corresponds to a rigid translation with velocity p* of
a hemisphere on Tp7. The last two terms describe the evolution of 1(t)
with respect to the moving frame defined by p(t).
From Propositions 4.9 and 4.12 it follows that (3.4), (3.5) are equivalent
to
avt+a&1[( p* , &1)(u, e1)+( p* , &2)(u, e2)]+8 } p* +a2#vvt
=a&1(Lv&(Lv, ‘0) ‘0+l0&(l0, ‘0) ‘0)+l1+/+aF2, (4.12)
v.=*0+a(*1+/)+a2f 1, .=?2. (4.13)
We now show that (4.12), (4.13) can be solved with respect to ( p* , vt).
Proposition 4.14. There exists a >0 such that, for a # ]0, a ], the map
t  1(t) # 4a$ is a solution to (1.1), (1.2) if and only if the function
t  ( p1(t) , v1(t)) :=( p(t), v(t)) that locally represents t  1(t) is a solution to
p* =a( 34 {H7 ( p)+P
0( p, v; a))+a2P,
{vt=a&2(Lv+Q0( p))+a&1Q, (4.14)v.=*0( p)+a* at .=?2, (v, ‘i) =0, i=0, 1, 2,
where
P0( p, v; a) := :
2
i=1
((/, ‘i)0+(/, ‘i) ) &i ( p),
Q0( p) :=l0&((l0, ‘0)+(*0, ‘0) 0) ‘0 ,
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and the functions P, Q, * are of the form P=2i=1 (F
2, ‘i) ‘i , Q=
(Id+a#v)&1 F2, *= f 1. Moreover
(Q, ‘i) =&(*, ‘i) 0 , i=0, 1, 2. (4.15)
Proof. Let i=1, 2; as L‘i=0 and (*0, ‘ i) 0=0, from (2.3) and (4.13)
we have
(Lv, ‘i)=(v. , ‘ i) 0=a (*1+/, ‘i) 0+a2f 1. (4.16)
Recalling that (v, ‘i) =0, (‘i , ‘j)=$ij , (l0, ‘i)=0 and using (4.16), the
projection of Eq. (4.12) on ‘i reads
1
a 
2?
3
( p* , &i)+(8 } p* , ‘i )=(*1+/, ‘i) 0+(l1+/, ‘i)+af 2. (4.17)
Equation (4.17) does not contain vt and, provided a>0 is sufficiently
small, can be solved for ( p* , &i) yielding
( p* , &i)=a  32? ((*1+/, ‘i ) 0+(l1+/, ‘i ) )+a2f 2. (4.18)
Projecting Eq. (4.12) on the orthogonal complement of span[‘1 , ‘2] and
using the expression of ( p* , &i ) in (4.18) yields
a(Id+a#v) vt=a&1 \Lv& :
2
i=0
(Lv, ‘i) ‘i+l0&(l0, ‘0) ‘0++F2, (4.19)
where we have absorbed the terms l1+/ and 8 } p* &2i=1 (8 } p* , ‘ i) ‘i
in F2.
From (4.8), (2.3), and Remark 4.10 it follows that
:
2
i=0
(Lv, ‘i) ‘ i=(*0, ‘0) 0 ‘0+af 1. (4.20)
Therefore, from (4.19) and (4.20) it follows (Id+a#v) vt=a&2(Lv+Q0( p))
+a&1F2, which, in turn, provided a>0 is sufficiently small, implies
vt=a&2(Lv+Q0( p))+a&2(Id+a#v)&1 (Lv+Q0( p))
&(Lv+Q0( p))+a&1(Id+a#v)&1 F2 . (4.21)
With a suitable definition of Q, (4.21) yields the second equation in (4.14).
Notice that
(Q0( p), ‘0) +(*0, ‘0) 0=0, (Q0( p), ‘i)=0, i=1, 2. (4.22)
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Equations (4.15) for i=1, 2 are a direct consequence of the projection and
the Green formula. The statement for i=0 expresses the fact that the right
hand side of the second equation in (4.14) has zero average, which, using
(2.3), (4.10) and Remark 4.10, implies
0=(Lv+Q0( p), ‘0)+a (Q, ‘0)=(v. , ‘0) 0+a (Q, ‘0)
=(*0( p)+a*, ‘0) 0+a(Q, ‘0)=a((*, ‘0) 0+(Q, ‘0) ).
It remains to show that
Ii := 32? ((*1, ‘i ) 0+(l1, ‘i) )=
3
4
({H7 ( p), &i ), i=1, 2,
and therefore that p* =2i=1 ( p* , &i) &i given by (4.18) coincides with the
corresponding Eq. (4.14).
By using the expressions ‘1(%, .)=- 3(2?) sin . cos %, ‘2(%, .)=
- 3(2?) sin . sin %, and (4.7), (4.10) we have
I1=
3
2? \|
2?
0
*1 cos % d%+|
2?
0
|
?2
0
l1 sin2 . cos % d. d%+=34 (,11+,22)1 ,
I2=
3
2? \|
2?
0
*1 sin % d%+|
2?
0
|
?2
0
l1 sin2 . sin % d. d%+=34 (,11+,22)2 .
As
H7=
(1+,22) ,11&2,1,2,12+(1+,
2
1) ,22
(1+,21+,
2
2)
32 ,
by (1.3) it follows
,111(0)+,222(0)=({H7 ( p), &1), ,112(0)+,222(0)=({H7 ( p), &2),
which concludes the proof. K
Notice that, since (1.1), (1.2) has a local solution, the same is true for
(4.14).
5. MAIN STATIONARY RESULT
Lemma 5.1. Let +0<+1+2 } } } be the eigenvalues of &LN . Then ‘0
is the eigenfunction corresponding to +0=&2, span[‘1 , ‘2] is the eigenspace
corresponding to +1=+2=0, and +3=4. Finally, given g # C: with ( g, ‘i) =
0 for i=1, 2, the problem
LN f =g, ( f, ‘i)=0, i=1, 2
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has a unique solution f # C2+:N and & f &C2+:C &g&C: for some constant
C>0.
Proof. The restriction to 0.?2 of any eigenfunction ‘ of 2S , the
LaplaceBeltrami operator on the unit sphere, which satisfies the symmetry
condition ‘(%, .)=‘(%, ?&.) is an eigenfunction of LN . Moreover the set
of eigenfunctions of 2S satisfying the above symmetry condition is complete
in the set of L2 functions with the same symmetry. The first part of the
Lemma follows from these observations and the theory of spherical
harmonics. The rest is standard in elliptic theory. K
From Lemma 5.1, the second relation in (4.22) and Remark 4.10, it
follows that
{0=Lf +Q
0( p),
f.=*0 at .=?2, ( f, ‘i)=0, i=1, 2
(5.1)
has a unique solution in C2+:.
Definition 5.2. We let v0( p) # C2+: be the solution to (5.1).
Due to the first relation in (4.22), v0( p) satisfies also (v0( p), ‘0)=0.
Moreover v0( p) # F, since Q0( p) # F and *0( p) # F.
Remark 5.3. Recalling the definition of P0 in Proposition 4.14 we have
v # F O P0( p, v; a)=0. (5.2)
In particular
P0( p, v0( p); a)=0 (5.3)
and
v # F O P0v( p, v
0( p); a) v=0. (5.4)
We are now in the position of proving Theorem 1.3.
Theorem 5.4. Consider the problem (obtained by setting p* =ac and
vt=0 into (4.14))
c= 34 {H7 ( p)+P
0( p, v; a)+aP,
{0=Lv+Q0( p)+aQ, (5.5)v.=*0( p)+a* at .=?2, (v, ‘i)=0, i=0, 1, 2
for the unknowns c # Tp7, v # C2+:. Then
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(1) there is a >0 such that (5.5) has a unique smooth solution ( p; a) 
(c( p; a), v( p; a)) for a # [0, a [;
(2) the following estimates hold
c( p; a)= 34 {H7 ( p)+ac
1( p; a), v( p; a)=v0( p)+av1( p; a), (5.6)
where v0 is as in Definition 5.2 and c1, v1 are smooth functions of ( p; a)
uniformly bounded with their derivatives;
(3) 1 0 # 4 a$ is a stationary solution to (1.1), (1.2) if and only if there
exists p0 # 7 such that c( p0 ; a)=0 and 1 0 can be represented in the form
(1.8) with p= p0 and
r=1+av( p0 ; a)+a2#(v( p0 ; a), a).
Proof. Recalling Definition 5.2, with the change of variable v=v0( p)+
aw the last three equations in (5.5) take the form
{0=Lw+Q( p, v
0( p)+aw; a),
w.=*( p, v0( p)+aw; a), (w, ‘i) =0, i=0, 1, 2.
(5.7)
From the definitions of *, Q in Proposition 4.14, it follows that there exists
a number a >0 and d>0, C>0 independent of a # [0, a [, such that,
provided a &w&C 2+: , a &wi &C 2+:<d,
{
&Q( p, v0( p)+aw; a)&C:C(1+a &w&C 2+:),
&Q( p, v0( p)+aw1 ; a)&Q( p, v0( p)+aw2 ; a)&C :Ca &w1&w2 &C2+: ,
&*( p, v0( p)+aw; a)&C 1+:C(1+a &w&C 2+:),
&*( p, v0( p)+aw1 ; a)&*( p, v0( p)+aw2 ; a)&C 1+:Ca &w1&w2&C2+: .
(5.8)
From Lemma 5.1, (4.15), and elliptic regularity theory it follows that, given
w # Y :=[ f # C 2+: : & f &C 2+:K], K>0 a constant to be chosen later, the
problem
{0=Lw^+Q( p, v
0( p)+aw; a),
w^.=*( p, v0( p)+aw; a), (w^, ‘i) =0, i=0, 1, 2
(5.9)
has a unique solution w^ # C2+: which on the basis of (5.8) satisfies
&w^&C 2+:C1(1+a &w&C 2+:), &w^1&w^2&C 2+:C1a &w1&w2&C 2+:
for some C1>0. Therefore for K>2C1 , a <min(1K, 1C1), the map w  w^
is a uniform contraction on Y for a # [0, a [ and p in a suitable neighbor-
hood of a given point of 7. It follows that (5.7) has a unique solution
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v1( p; a) # Y which is a continuous function of ( p; a). The smoothness of
v1( p; a) depends on the smoothness of *, Q which, in turn, depends on the
smoothness of 7, and we can assume that v1 has as many continuous
derivatives as necessary, provided that 7 is sufficiently smooth.
Once (5.7) is solved the proof of (1) is concluded by setting v( p; a) :=
v0( p)+v1( p; a), c( p; a) := 34 {H7 ( p)+P
0( p, v( p; a); a)+aP( p, v( p; a); a)
and (3) is a consequence of (1). The expression of c( p; a) in (2) is a conse-
quence of (5.3) which implies that P0( p, v( p; a); a)+aP( p, v( p; a), a)=
ac1( p; a) for some bounded smooth function c1( p; a). K
Proof of Theorem 1.3. By construction (5.5) is equivalent to the equation
:
2
i=1
(c, &i)(u, ei)+a8 } c
=a&1(Lv&(Lv, ‘0) ‘0+l0&(l0, ‘0) ‘0 )+l1+/+aF2,
which is (4.12) with p* =ac and vt=0. Therefore, from Remark 4.11 it
follows that the vector field c( p; a) and the function v( p; a) in Theorem 5.4
satisfy the equation
a :
2
i=1
(c( p; a), &i ( p))(u, ei)+O(a2 |c( p; a)| )=H(x(u))&H , (5.10)
where H(x(u)) is computed at the point x(u) of the surface 1 p, a corre-
sponding to ( p, v( p; a)). Moreover it results (u, ei)=((x(u)& p)|x(u)& p|, &i)
+O(a) and therefore (5.10) is the same as the equation in Theorem 1.3(iii).
The other statements in Theorem 1.3 are a direct consequence of the
analogous statements of Theorem 5.4. K
Remark 5.5. If we set c=c( p; a), v=v( p; a) into (5.5) and differentiate
with respect to p, one can also prove that
|cp( p; a)|+&vp( p; a)&L(Tp 7, C 2+:)<C (5.11)
for some C>0 independent of p and a # [0, a [ and the same is true for
higher derivatives. Here and in the following L(X, Y) denotes the space of
linear bounded maps between the Banach spaces X, Y.
The equation c( p; a)=0 can be written in the form
{H7 ( p)+ac1( p; a)=0. (5.12)
If p is a nondegenerate zero of {H7 , then the implicit function theorem
implies that (5.12) has a unique solution pa in a a-neighbourhood of p and
lim
a  0+
pa= p . (5.13)
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Therefore we can state the following corollary of Theorem 1.3, whose
points (i), (ii), (iii) follow directly from Theorem 5.4, and whose proof of
point (iv) is omitted (the interested reader is referred to [3] for all details).
Corollary 5.6. Let p be a nondegenerate zero of {H7 . Then there are
C>0, a neighbourhood U7 of p and a >0 such that, for a # ]0, a [, there
is a surface of constant mean curvature 1a /[x # 0 : dist(x, U)Ca] with
the following properties:
(i) 1a intersects 7 orthogonally along 1a and it is close to a
hemisphere of radius a in the sense of Theorem 1.3(ii) with p replaced by pa
and (5.13) holds;
(ii) |01a |=2?a
33;
(iii) 1a is the unique surface of constant mean curvature in 4a$ satisfy-
ing (i) and (ii) in the set [x # 0 : dist(x, U)Ca];
(iv) let :1:2 be the eigenvalues of the matrix 34{
2H7 ( p ). If :1<0
(resp. :1>0) then 1a is linearly stable (resp. unstable) as a stationary solution
to (1.1) for a # ]0, a [.
Remark 5.7. One can ask under which conditions on 7 it is possible to
associate to each p # 7 and a # ]0, a [ a surface of constant mean curvature
1 a # 4a$ that intersects 7 orthogonally and satisfies |01 a |=2?a
33. From
Theorem 5.4 it follows that this is the case if and only if
c( p; a)= 34{H7 ( p)+ac
1( p; a)=0 (5.14)
identically for p # 7, a # ]0, a [. Therefore a necessary condition on 7 is that
7 is a surface of constant mean curvature. We do not expect this condition
to be sufficient because (5.14) also implies c1( p; 0)=0, thus requiring
further restriction on the differential properties of 7.
6. MAIN EVOLUTIONARY RESULT
Definition 6.1. If X is a Banach space and 0<&<1 we set (see
[9, Chapter 4])
B(]a, b]; X) :=[ f : ]a, b]  X : & f &B(]a, b]; X ) := sup
a<tb
& f (t)&X<+],
C &&(]a, b]; X ) :=[ f # B(]a, b]; X ) & C
&([a+=, b]; X )
\= # ]0, b&a[, [ f ]C && (]a, b]; X)<+],
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where [ f ]C && (]a, b]; X ) :=sup0<=<b&a =
&[ f ]C &([a+=, b]; X ) is the Ho lder coef-
ficient of f. C&&(]a, b]; X ) with the norm & f &C && (]a, b]; X ) :=& f &B(]a, b]; X )+
[ f ]C &&(]a, b]; X ) is a Banach space.
Definition 6.2. Let p # 7, a # ]0, a [, let v( p; a) and c( p; a) be as in
Theorem 5.4, and let K>0. We define W p, aK as the set of all functions
v # C2+: which can be written as v=v( p; a)+a3m, where m satisfies
(m, ‘i) =0, i=0, 1, 2, and
&m&C 2+:K |c( p; a)|, (6.1)
together with the compatibility condition
v.( p; a)+a3m.=*0( p)+a*( p, v( p; a)+a3m; a), .=?2. (6.2)
We recall that (6.2) expresses the orthogonality between 1 and 7 on 1,
where 1=1(1+av+a2#(v( p, a), a); p, a), see (4.2) and (4.14).
Remark 6.3. Let p # 7, v # W p, aK , v=v( p; a)+a
3m; then we can
associate with v the surface 1=1(r; p, a), where r :=1+av+a2#( p, a),
and 1 belongs to W p, aK , the set introduced in (1.11). Conversely, if we set
d(1, 1 p, a)=: a4 &m&C 2+: , we can associate with any 1 # W p, aK the corre-
sponding function v # W p, aK .
Theorem 6.4. There exist positive numbers a , K2K1 such that problem
(4.14) with initial conditions p(0)= p0 # 7, v(0)=v0 # W p0 , aK1 , with a # ]0, a [,
has a unique smooth global solution t  ( p(t), v(t)), t # [0, +[; moreover
v(t) # W p(t), aK2 , t # [0, +[, (6.3)
and
p* (t)=ac( p(t); a)+O(a4 |c( p(t); a)| ), t # [0, +[. (6.4)
Proof. Let m # C2+:; setting v=v( p; a)+a3m into (4.14) and using
(5.5) we get, after rescaling time to t=a2{,
p{=a3(c( p; a)+a3P ( p, m; a)),
{m{=Lm+Q 0( p; a)+aQ ( p, m; a), (6.5)m.=a*~ ( p, m; a), (m, ‘i) =0, i=0, 1, 2,
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where
P ( p, m; a) :=a&3(P0( p, v( p; a)+a3m; a)&P0( p, v( p; a); a)
+a(P( p, v( p; a)+a3m; a)&P( p, v( p; a); a))),
Q 0( p; a) :=&vp( p; a) c( p; a),
Q ( p, m; a) :=&a3vp( p; a) P ( p, m; a)+a&3(Q( p, v( p; a)+a3m; a)
&Q( p, v( p; a); a)),
*~ ( p, m; a) :=a&3(*( p, v( p; a)+a3m; a)&*( p, v( p; a); a)).
We now transform (6.5) into a problem with homogeneous boundary
conditions (see (6.10)), by means of a suitable change of variables.
Given C1>0, p # 7, m # C2+:, a3 &m&C 2+:<C1 , using Lemma 5.1 it
follows that the problem
{L_= :
2
i=0
(*~ ( p, m; a), ‘i) 0 ‘i ,
_.=*~ ( p, m; a) at .=?2, (_, ‘ i) =0, i=0, 1, 2,
(6.6)
has a unique solution _=_( p, m; a) depending smoothly on p, m, a and
&_&C 2+:C &m&C2+: . (6.7)
Moreover the derivatives of _ with respect to p and m are uniformly
bounded for p # 7, a3 &m&C 2+:<C1 ,
&_p&L(Tp 7, C2+:)+&_m &L(C 2+:, C 2+:)<C, (6.8)
and the same is true for higher order derivatives (this follows by differen-
tiating (6.6) and by the smoothness of *~ ).
Since _( p, 0; a)=0 and _m is bounded, provided a >0 is chosen
sufficiently small, the equation
m=a_( p, m; a)+ y (6.9)
can be solved with respect to m for p # 7, a # ]0, a [ and a3 &y&C2+:<C2 for
some C2>0. Let y+a_~ ( p, y; a) be this solution, where _~ is smooth and
has bounded derivatives with respect to p, y. Making the change of variable
m=m( p, y; a)= y+a_~ ( p, y; a), (6.5) becomes
p{=a3(c( p; a)+a3P ( p, y; a)),
{y{=Ly+Q 0( p; a)+aQ ( p, y; a), (6.10)y.=0 at .=?2, ( y, ‘i)=0, i=0, 1, 2,
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with
P ( p, y; a) :=P ( p, m( p, y; a); a),
Q ( p, y; a) :=[Id+a_~ y]&1 \Q + :
2
i=0
(*~ , ‘i ) 0 ‘ i+a3_~ p(c+a3P )+
+a&1[[Id+a_~ y]&1&Id](Ly+Q 0),
where Q =Q ( p, m( p, y; a)), *~ =*~ ( p, m( p, y; a)), c=c( p; a).
By means of the diffeomorphism p=p(h)= p0+R( p0) } [h1e1+h2e2+
,(h1 , h2 ; p0) e3] between a neighbourhood 70 of p0 in 7 and its projection
on Tp0 7 we can further transform (6.10) into
h{=a3(cC(h; a)+a3PC(h, y; a)),
{y{=Ly+Q0C(h; a)+aQC(h, y; a), (6.11)y.=0 at .=?2, ( y, ‘i)=0, i=0, 1, 2,
where
cC(h; a) :=[ph(h)&1] c(p(h); a), PC(h, y; a) :=[ph(h)&1] P (p(h), y; a),
Q0C(h; a) :=Q
0(p(h); a), QC(h, y; a) :=Q (p(h), y; a).
(6.12)
Let us now prove that (6.11) has a global solution.
One can check that on the basis of the definition of the functions cC , PC ,
Q0C , QC , and using also (5.8), the following lemma holds.
Lemma 6.5. There is a constant C3>0 such that for h # p&1(70),
a # ]0, a [ and a3 &y&C 2+:<C2 we have
|PC(h, y; a)|+|PCh(h, y; a)|C3 & y&C 2+: ,
&PCy(h, y; a)&L(C N2+: , R2)C3 ,
&Q0C(h; a)&C 2+:C3 |c(p(h); a)|,
&Q0Ch(h; a)&C 2+:C3 ,
&QC(h, y; a)&C:+&QCh(h, y; a)&L(R 2, C :)+&QChh(h, y; a)&L(R2_R2, C :)
C3 & y&C2+: ,
&QCy(h, y; a)&L(C N2+:, C :)+&QCyy(h, y; a)&L(C N2+:_C N2+:, C :)
+&QChy(h, y; a)&L(R2_C N2+:, C :)C3 .
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Given T>0, there is a0=a0(T )>0 such that, if 0<a<a0 , the solution
to the problem
h{=a3cC(h; a), h(0)=0, (6.13)
can be extended to [0, T]. Assume 0<a<a0 and let h : [0, T]  p&1(70)
be the solution to (6.13). With the change of variables h=h +x, (6.11)
becomes
x{=a3(cC(h +x; a)&cC(h ; a)+a3PC(h +x, y; a)),
{y{=Ly+Q0C(h +x; a)+aQC(h +x, y; a), (6.14)y.=0 at .=?2, ( y, ‘i)=0, i=0, 1, 2.
By adapting the argument in the proof of Theorem 9.1.2 in [9] we show
now that (6.14) with the initial conditions
x(0)=0, y(0)= y0 , (6.15)
has a unique solution on [0, T] in a suitable set of functions. Let Y TK be
defined by
Y TK :=[ y # C([0, T]; C
:) & C&&(]0,
3
2]; C
2+:
N ) & C
&([1, T]; C 2+:N ):
_y_2K, y(0)= y0],
where K>0, T>2 are numbers to be chosen later, & # ]0, 1[. The norms
& }&2 and _ }_2 are defined by
& f &2=& f &C 2+: , _ f _2=& f &C && (]0, 32]; C N2+:)+&e
| } f &C & ([1, T]; C N2+:) ,
where |>0 is any fixed number less than +3=4, the fourth eigenvalue of
the operator &LN in Lemma 5.1.
With the distance induced by the norm _ }_2 , Y TK is a complete metric
space.
Lemma 6.6. Let T>2 be given. Then there exist positive constants a ,
k<K such that, provided &y0&2k, the map T: y  y^ defined by
x{=a3(cC(h +x; a)&cC(h ; a)+a3PC(h +x, y; a)),
{ y^{=Ly^+Q0C(h +x; a)+aQC(h +x, y; a), (6.16)y^.=0 at .=?2, ( y^, ‘i)=0, i=0, 1, 2,
with the initial conditions (6.15) is a uniform contraction of Y TK for
a # ]0, a [, p0 # 7. Moreover T, a , k, K can be chosen in such a way that the
fixed point y # Y TK of T satisfies &y(T )&2<k.
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Proof of Lemma 6.6. The construction of the contraction goes as follows.
Given y # Y TK we solve the first equation in (6.16) with respect to x with
x(0)=0. Then we substitute x and y into the second equation of (6.16),
and we solve with respect to y^ (with y(0)= y0).
In the following C stands for a positive constant which may change from
line to line and ;(s1 , s2 , ...) denotes a continuous function which is increas-
ing in all its arguments.
Lemma 6.7. Let Q0C : ]0, T]  C
2+:
N , QC : ]0, T]  C
: be the functions
of { obtained by composing Q0C , QC in (6.12) with a given y # Y
T
K and with
h=h +x, where x is the solution to the first equation of (6.16). Then
&Q0C&C && (]0, 32]; C N2+: )C[(1+a
3) CM+a6;(T) _y_2 ], (i)
&e| } Q0C&C & ([1, T]; C N2+: )Ce
|T [(1+(1+a3) T1&&) CM+a6;(T ) _y_2 ], (ii)
&QC&C &&(]0, 32]; C :);(T, K) _y_2 , (iii),
&e| } QC&C& ([1, T]; C :);(T, K) _y_2 , (iv)
where
CM := sup
{ # [0, T]
|c(p(h ({)+x({)); a)|. (6.17)
Moreover, if Q0Ci , QCi , i=1, 2 denote the functions of { obtained by com-
posing Q0C , QC with h=h +xi , yi # Y
T
K , then, letting ’ :=y2& y1 , we have
&Q0C1&Q
0
C2 &C && (]0, 32]; C N2+: )a
6;(T, K) _’_2 , (v)
&e| } (Q0C1&Q
0
C2)&C & ([1, T]; C N2+: )a
6;(T, K) _’_2 , (vi)
&QC1&QC2&C && (]0, 32]; C : );(T, K ) _’_2 , (vii)
&e| } (QC1&QC2)&C & ([1, T]; C : );(T, K ) _’_2 . (viii)
Proof. See Appendix C. K
We are now in the position of completing the proof of Lemma 6.6. From
(6.16) and Lemma 6.7(i)(iv), on the basis of Corollary 4.3.6(ii) and
Proposition 4.4.10(i) in [9] (recall that | is less than 4, the smallest eigen-
value of &LN restricted to (span[‘0 , ‘1 , ‘2])=) we obtain
& y^&C && (]0, 32]; C N
2+: )C[&y(0)&2+(1+a3) CM+a;(T, K) _y_2],
&e| } y^&C& ([32, T]; C N2+: )C[&y(0)&2+e
|T (1+(1+a3) T1&&) CM
+a;(T, K) _y_2 ].
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Therefore, making also use of the fact that
&e| } f &C & ([1, T]; C N2+: )C(& f &C && (]0, 32]; C N2+: )+&e
| } f &C & ([32, T]; C N
2+: ) ),
we get
_ y^_2C1 [2 &y(0)&2+e|T (1+(1+a3) T ) CM
+(1+a3) CM+a;(T, K) _y_2 ]
C2 (&y(0)&2+e|TTCM+a;(T, K) _y_2 ). (6.18)
The difference ’^ :=y^2& y^1 is the solution to
’^{=L’^+Q0C2&Q
0
C1+a(QC2&QC1)
{’^(0)=0 (6.19)’^.=0 at .=?2, (’^, ‘i)=0, i=0, 1, 2.
From (6.19), Lemma 6.7(v)(viii) and the above mentioned Corollary
4.3.6(ii), and Proposition 4.4.10(i) in [9] it follows
&’^&C && (]0, 32]; C N2+: )a;(T, K) _’_2 ,
&e| } ’^&C & ([32, T]; C N2+: )a;(T, K) _’_2 ,
that imply
_’^_2a;(T, K) _’_2 . (6.20)
Set
C M := sup
p # 7, a # ]0, a0[
|c( p; a)|, (6.21)
and let k, T be given. Choose K such that
K2C2(k+e|TTC M), (6.22)
where C2 is as in (6.18). Then, provided 0<a<a for some a <a1=
a1(T, K) sufficiently small, inequality (6.18) and &y(0)&2k imply that
_ y^_2K
(recall that y # Y TK , hence _y_2K). It follows that T takes Y
T
K into itself.
Inequality (6.20) then implies that, if a >0 is sufficiently small, T: Y TK 
YTK is a uniform contraction of Y
T
K for a # ]0, a [. From (6.18) it follows
that we can choose a =a (k, T) so small that the fixed point y # Y TK of T
satisfies
_y_22C2(&y(0)&2+e|TTCM).
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From this and the definition of _ }_2 it follows
&y(T )&22C2(e&|T &y(0)&2+TCM). (6.23)
Choose k=8C2C M T and T(1|) log(4C2). Then (6.23) implies &y(T )&2
<k and the proof is complete. K
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 6.4 we note that (6.18)
implies that the fixed point y # Y TK of the map T satisfies
&y({)&22C2 [&y(0)&2+e|TTCM], { # ]0, T]. (6.24)
Set K1 :=6C2T and assume that &y(0)&2K1 |c( p0 ; a)|. Then (6.24)
implies
&y({)&22C2(K1+e|TT ) CM , { # ]0, T]. (6.25)
On the other hand, by differentiating with respect to { the function c({) :=
c(p(h ({)+x({)); a) (where x({) is the solution to the first of Eqs. (6.16)
with y the fixed point of T) and using the first of Eqs. (6.10), we get
c{({)=a3cp(p(h ({)+x({)); a) } (c({)+a3P (p(h ({)+x({); a), y({); a)).
(6.26)
Let G(s, {; a) be the solution operator of the linear system c{=a3cp(p(h ({))
+x({); a) } c with initial condition G(s, s; a)=Id, and observe that, given a
number 0<=<1, by taking a>0 smaller than some a1=a1(T), we can
ensure that for a # ]0, a1[, s, { # [0, T], there holds G(s, {; a)=Id+O(=).
From this observation and |P (h ({)+x({), y(a); a)|<const CM which
follows from Lemma 6.5 (we have [ph (h)]
&1=O(1)) and (6.25), we obtain
|c({)|(1+O(=))( |c(s)|+O(=) CM ), {, s # [0, T]
provided a1 is chosen sufficiently small. This inequality, together with the
definition (6.17) of CM , implies the existence of a number 0<= <1 such
that |c({)|(1&= ) |c(s)| for s, { # [0, T]. Moreover =  0 as a1  0+.
From this and (6.25) it follows
&y({)&22C2
K1+e|TT
1&=
|c({)|,
and therefore &y({)&2K2 |c({)| for { # [0, T], with K2 :=2C2(K1+e|TT)
(1&= ). Finally we observe that (6.23) and T(1|) log(4C2) imply that
&y(T )&22C2(e&|T &y(0)&2+TCM)2C2(e&|TK1 |c(0)|+TCM)

2C2
1&=
(e&|T K1+T ) |c(T )|
5C2T
1&=
|c(T)|.
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Therefore, recalling that =  0 as a1  0+, we have
&y(T )&2K1 |c(T )|<k=8C2C MT,
provided a # ]0, a [ and a >0 is chosen sufficiently small.
It follows that we can apply again Lemma 6.6 yielding &y({)&2
K2 |c({)| for { # [0, 2T]. This, an induction argument and m= y+a_~ ( p, y; a)
imply (6.3).
From Lemma 6.5 and &y({)&2K2 |c({)| it follows |P ( p({), y({); a)|
const |c( p({); a)|. This estimate and the first of Eqs. (6.10) yield (6.4). K
Finally, Theorem 1.6 follows from Theorem 6.4 and Remark 6.3.
7. APPENDIX A
We denote by g&1( } ; p, a) the inverse of the map g( } ; p, a) defined in
(1.6). Every point p~ # 7 in a neighbourhood of a given point p # 7 can be
represented in the form
p~ = p~ (h, p, a) :=p+R( p) } [a(h1e1+h2e2)+,(ah1 , ah2 ; p) e3], (7.1)
for h=(h1 , h2) # R2, |h|<consta, and a # ]0, a [. In the following, to relate
charts corresponding to nearby points p and p~ , we shall use the function
’( } ; h, p, a) defined by
’(y; h, p, a) :=g&1( g(y; p~ , a); p, a), y # Bd (h, h, p, a). (7.2)
Here p~ is as in (7.1), and Bd is defined, for h, h$ # R2, |h|, |h$|<consta, by
{Bd (h, h$, p, a) :=g
&1(g(Bd ; p, a) & g(Bd ; p~ $, a); p~ , a),
p~ = p~ (h, p, a), p~ $= p~ (h$, p, a),
where Bd is defined in (1.5). The function ’ is the composition of the tran-
sition map g&1(g( } ; p~ , a); p, a) with the map expressing p~ as a function of
its projection on Tp7.
Lemma 7.1. The function ’ defined in (7.2) is a Ck&1 function of the
variables (y, h, a) and it can be extended up to a=0 as a Ck&2 function.
Moreover, there is a >0 such that for a # [0, a ] and |h|<d2 we have
(i) the function ’( } ; h, p, a) is a diffeomorphism from Bd (h, h, p, a)
onto Bd (0, h, p, a) of class Ck&2 (Bd (h, h, p, 0) and Bd (0, h, p, 0) are
defined to be Bd & [Bd&(h1e1+h2e2)], Bd & [Bd+(h1e1+h2e2)] in the
order) whose range and domain contain Bd ;
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(ii) the following properties hold
’(y; 0, p, a)=y, y # Bd , (7.3)
’(y; h, p, 0)=y+h1e1+h2e2 , y # Bd (h, h, p, 0); (7.4)
(iii) we have
’(y; h, p, a)=y+h1 e1+h2e2+aP(y, h; p, a), (7.5)
where P is a smooth function of its arguments y, h, which smoothly depends
on the parameters p # 7, a # [0, a ], and P(y, h; p, a)=O( |y| |h|+|h| 2),
Py(y, h; p, a)=O( |h| ) uniformly for p # 7 and a # [0, a ];
(iv) if r is in C2+:, sufficiently close to 1 in the C2+: topology, then
the map
u 
’(r(u) u; h, p, a)
|’(r(u) u; h, p, a)|
=: u~ (7.6)
is a diffeomorphism of class C2+: of S+ onto itself.
Proof. The equation
aG(y, ’; h, p, a) :=p~ +aR(p~ ) } y+,(ay1 , ay2 ; p~ ) R(p~ ) } e3
{ &[ p+aR( p) } ’+,(a’1 , a’2 ; p) R( p) } e3]=0,p~ =p+R( p) } [a(h1 e1+h2 e2)+,(ah1 , ah2 ; p) e3 ],
(7.7)
implicitly defines ’=(’1 , ’2 , ’3) as a function of y, h, p, a. The function G
is of class Ck&1 and can be extended as a function of class Ck&2 up to
a=0. From this and the implicit function theorem the smoothness property of
’ stated in (i) follows. Identity (7.3) is immediate. From (7.3) and the
regularity of ’ the last assertion in (i) follows. Moreover, using (1.3), one
has
G(y, ’; h, p, 0)=R( p) } (h1e1+h2 e2)+R( p) } (y&’)=0,
which implies (7.4).
Let us prove (iii). It results, setting z=(z1 , z2 , z3),
p~ = p+aR( p) } [h1e1+h2e2]+a2O( |h|2),
R( p~ ) } z=R( p) } z+aO( |h| ) } z, (7.8)
,(az1 , az2 ; p)=a2O( |z|2), ,(az1 , az2 ; p~ )=,(az1 , az2 ; p)+a3O( |z| 2)h.
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Then (7.5) follows by inserting (7.8) into (7.7), by the implicit function
theorem, and by observing that, due to (7.3), we have P(y, 0; p, a)=0.
Morover, one can check that P verifies the properties listed in (iii).
Equations (7.3), (7.6) imply that, for h=0, the map u  u~ reduces to the
identity, hence the map defined by Eq. (7.6) has a local C2+: inverse. Then
a standard argument based on (iii) implies (iv), provided that a0 is small
enough. K
Proof of Proposition 4.2. Let 1 # 4a$ be fixed and let r # C
2+: be the
representation of 1 with respect to some point p # 7. Let r~ # C2+: be
the representation of 1 with respect to a nearby point p~ as in (7.1). From
the definition (7.2) of ’ it follows that, if $, a are sufficiently small, the
function r~ is implicitly determined by
{
r~ (u~ ; r, h, p, a)=|’(r(u)u; h, p, a)|,
u~ =
’(r(u)u; h, p, a)
|’(r(u)u; h, p, a)|
. (7.9)
Let Fi (r, h, p, a) :=(r~ ( } ; r, h, p, a), ‘i) , i=1, 2. From (7.9) and (7.3) it
follows r~ ( } ; 1, 0, p, a)=1 and therefore Fi (1, 0, p, a)=(1, ‘i) =0, i=1, 2.
Set F=(F1 , F2). We show below that the derivative Fh (1, 0, p, 0) is non
singular. Therefore the equation F(r, h, p, a)=0 has a unique solution
(r, h*(r, p, a), p, a) in a neighbourhood of (r#1, h=0, a=0), with
h*(1, p, 0)=0. Moreover h*( } , p, a) is a smooth function of r # C2+:. If we
set
p1 :=p~ (h*(r, p, a), p, a), r1 ( } ) :=r~ ( } ; r, h*(r, p, a), p, a),
then the pair ( p1, r1 ) satisfies the requirements in the first part of the
proposition and, as h*, is uniquely defined once the vector fields &i , i=1, 2
are fixed. Suppose now that &$i are obtained by rotating &i of an angle |
around &3 and let ( p|1 , r
|
1) be the new pair associated with &$i . Let r$ be the
representation of 1 corresponding to p= p1 and to the vector fields &$i ,
i=1, 2. Then r$(%, .)=r1(%+|, .) and therefore, provided we set
‘$i (%, .) :=‘i (%+|, .), we have (r$, ‘$i )=0, i=1, 2. Then we also have
(r$, ‘i)=0, i=1, 2, because ‘i is a linear combination of ‘$1 , ‘$2 . This shows
that p|1= p1 and r
|
1=r$.
It remains to prove that F is non-singular. From (7.9) and (7.4) we have
r~ (u~ ; 1, h, p, 0)=|u+(h1e1+h2e2)|, (7.10)
where u in (7.10) is the function u(u~ , h) determined by u~ =(u+(h1e1+h2e2))
|u+(h1e1+h2 e2)|. Therefore
r~ h (u~ ; 1, h, p, 0)h =
(uhh +(h 1e1+h 2e2), u+(h1e1+h2e2))
|u+(h1 e1+h2 e2)|
,
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hence
r~ h (u~ ; 1, 0, p, 0)h =(uhh +(h 1e1+h 2e2), u). (7.11)
By implicit differentiation of u~ evaluated at h=0 we have
0=uhh +(h 1e1+h 2 e2)&(uhh +(h 1e1+h 2 e2), u)u,
therefore
uh h =&(h 1 e1+h 2e2)+(h 1(u, e1)+h 2(u, e2))u. (7.12)
Substituting (7.12) into (7.11) we have r~ h (u~ ; 1, 0, p, 0)h =h 1(u, e1)+
h 2(u, e2). Hence Fh (1, 0, p, 0)h =(2?3)(h 1 , h 2). K
Proof of Proposition 4.4. We drop the subscript 1 in the notation of r1 ,
v1 , and p1 . By definition, the map r  v defined in (4.1) is smooth. To
prove the proposition we must show that given v # BC , there is a unique
# # R such that the surface 1 represented by the function r=1+av+a2#
through (1.8) satisfies (1.9) and that # depends smoothly on v. To show this
let g0(y; p, a) :=p+R( p) } ay, let 1 p, a0 be the surface corresponding to r
when g in Eq. (1.8) is replaced by g0 , and let 01 0p, a be the region enclosed
between 1 p, a0 and Tp7. Recalling that the difference between g(y; p, a) and
g0(y; p, a) is parallel to &3( p) and independent of y3 , we have, from
Fubini’s Theorem, that |01 |=|01 0p, a |. From this and Eq. (1.9) it follows
2
3
?a3=|01 0p, a |=|
2?
0
|
?2
0
|
1+av+a2#
0
s2 sin . ds d. d%
=
1
3 |
2?
0
|
?2
0
(1+av+a2#)3 sin . d. d%
=
2
3
?a3 \1+a2\#+ 12? |
2?
0
|
?2
0
v2 sin . d. d%+
+a3 |
2?
0
|
?2
0
P(v, #, a) d. d%+ , (7.13)
where we have used the assumption that v has zero average. P(v, #, a) is a
polynomial in v, #, a. For a>0 sufficiently small Eq. (7.13) has a unique
solution #=#(v, a) which is a smooth function of (v, a) and #(v, a)=
&(12?) 2?0 
?2
0 v
2 sin . d. d%+aF(v, a), where F(v, a) is a smooth func-
tional which is bounded together with its Fre che t derivative with respect
to v. K
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Lemma 7.2. Let h( } ): I  R2, I a neighbourhood of t , be a smooth func-
tion such that h(t )=0. Let p(t) :=p~ (h(t); p*, a), where p~ is the function
defined in (7.1). Let r*, r: I_S+  R be the functions representing the same
surface 1(t) through Eq. (1.8) with p= p* and p= p(t), respectively,
1(t)=[x: x=g(r*(t, u)u; p*, a), u # S+]
=[x: x=g(r(t, u)u; p(t), a), u # S+].
Then for t=t it results
rt*=rt+h4 1(u, e1)+h4 2(u, e2)
+
ru
r
} [h4 1 e1+h4 2 e2&(h4 1 e1+h4 2e2 , u)u]+a8 } h4 , (7.14)
where 8 is a smooth function of (u, r, ru ; p*, a).
Proof. Lemma 7.1 relates the coordinates y, ’ of the same point with
respect to the two different maps (1.6) associated with the points p and p~ .
In particular we can apply the lemma with p= p* p~ = p(t), and y=r(t, u)u,
’=r*(t, u~ )u~ , where u~ =u~ (t, u) is the function defined by (7.6) with r(u), p,
h replaced by r(t, u), p(t) and h(t), respectively. We obtain
r*(t, u~ )u~ =r(t, u)u+h1(t)e1+h2(t)e2+aP(r(t, u)u, h(t); p*, a), (7.15)
where P is defined in (iii) of Lemma 7.1. Note that, in agreement with (7.3)
and (7.6), setting t=t into (7.15) and taking into account that h(t )=0,
yields
u~ (t , u)=u, r*(t , } )=r(t , } ). (7.16)
By differentiating (7.15) with respect to t and setting t=t we get
(rt*+ruu~ t)u+ru~ t=rt u+h4 1e1+h4 2e2+aPh } h4 , (7.17)
where we have used (7.16) and the fact that, from Lemma 7.1, Py =O( |h| )
and therefore Py =0 for h=0.
Projecting (7.17) on the plane orthogonal to u and dividing by r yields
u~ t=u~ t(t , u)=
1
r
[h4 1e1+h4 2e2+aPh } h4 &(h4 1e1+h4 2e2+aPh } h4 , u)u].
(7.18)
Inserting (7.18) into (7.17) and projecting on u yields (7.14). K
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8. APPENDIX B
Proof of Proposition 4.9. We denote, with obvious notation, the right
hand side of (3.4) by a&1A&a&1BC.
All vectors appearing into (3.4) have the orthogonal matrix R=R( p) as
a factor. On the other hand, from the fact that (Rh1 , Rh2)=(h1 , h2),
Rh1 7 Rh2=R(h1 7 h2) it follows that the right hand side of (3.4) is
unchanged if we replace R( p) by the identity matrix. Therefore in the
computation of L we shall assume R( p)=Id. We have
X((1+aw)u; p, a)=(1+aw)u+a&1,(a(1+aw) u1 , a(1+aw) u2 ; p) e3 ,
(8.1)
where w :=v+a#(v, a). We need the following lemma.
Lemma 8.1. The following expansions are valid:
a&1x.=u.+a[q
.e3+(wu). ]+a2(Q.e3+/)+a3f 1
=[a(w.+cos . q.)+a2 cos . Q. ] u+[1+a(w&sin . q.)
&a2 sin . Q. ] u.+a
2/+a3f 1, (8.2)
a&1x%=u%+a[q
%e3+(wu)% ]+a2(Q%e3+/)+a3f 1
=[a(w%+cos . q%)+a2 cos .Q% ] u&(a sin . q%+a2 sin . Q%)u.
+sin .(1+aw)
u%
sin .
+a2/+a3f 1, (8.3)
Xy } u=u+aqe3+a2(Qe3+/)+a3f 0
=[1+a cos . q+a2 cos . Q]u&[a sin . q+a2 sin . Q]u.
+a2/+a3f 0, (8.4)
q. :=cos . sin .[,11 cos
2 %+2,12 sin % cos %+,22 sin
2 %],
q% :=sin2 .[(,22&,11) cos % sin %+,12(cos
2 %&sin2 %)],
q :=tg . q. , (8.5)
Q. := 12 cos . sin
2 .[,111 cos3 %+3,112 cos2 % sin %
+3,122 cos % sin2 %+,222 sin3 %],
Q% := 12 sin
3 .[,112 cos3 %+(2,22&,11)1 cos2 % sin %
+(,22&2,11)2 cos % sin2 %&,122 sin3 %],
Q :=tg . Q. . (8.6)
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Proof. We skip the dependence on p, a in the notation of X and ,.
From (8.1), by expanding in powers of a (recall (1.3)) and by differentiat-
ing with respect to y it follows
Xy ((1+aw)u) } y
=y+a[(,11u1+,12u2) y1+(,12u1+,22u2) y2 ] e3
+
a2
2
[(,111u21+2,112u1u2+,122u
2
2) y1
+(,112u21+2,122u1u2+,222u
2
2) y2
+2w[(,11 u1+,12u2) y1+(,12 u1+,22u2) y2 ]] e3+a
3f 0, (8.7)
where ui=(u, ei ), i=1, 2, 3.
On the other hand, recalling (3.3), we have
a&1x.=Xy ((1+aw)u) } (aw.u+(1+aw)u.).
Replace now y by aw.u+(1+aw) u. into (8.7); one can check that, in the
resulting expression, the term of order a which does not contain w is given
by q. in (8.5). The contribution of w to terms of order a2 is only through
terms of type /. A direct computation then yields the first equality in (8.2).
The second equality follows by writing e3=cos .u&sin .u. . Equalities
(8.3) and (8.4) can be proved in a similar way. K
To continue the proof of Proposition 4.9 we need the following elemen-
tary observations.
(I) Assume that
g= g0+ag1+a2(g2+/)+O(a3), h=h0+ah1+a2(h2+/)+O(a3),
where g0 , h0 , g1 , h1 may depend on w and its derivatives in such a way
that
w # F O gi # F (or gi # V), hi # F (or hi # V), i=1, 2.
Then
g C h= g0 C h0+a(g0 C h1+ g1 C h0)
+a2(g0 C h2+ g2 C h0+/)+O(a3),
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where C denotes either the standard product in R, or the product by a real
number, or the inner product in Rn, or the exterior product in Rn.
(II) Let g be as in (I) and assume that g0 {0. Then
g12= g120 _1+a2
g1
g0
+
a2
2 \
g2
g0
+/+&+O(a3), (8.8)
1
g
=
1
g0 _1&a
g1
g0
&a2 \ g2g0 +/+&+O(a3). (8.9)
From Lemma 8.1, (I), (II), and the observation that q% , q. # F it follows
a&2x. 7 x%=sin .[1+a(2w&sin . q
.)&a2 sin . Q. ]u
&sin .[a(w.+cos . q.)+a2 cos . Q. ] u.
&_a(w%+cos . q%)+a2 cos . Q%+ u%sin .+a2/+a3f 1,
(8.10)
and using also (8.8)
a&2 |x. 7 x% |=sin .[1+a(2w&sin . q
.)&a2(sin . Q.+/)]+a3f 1.
(8.11)
Moreover, taking also into account (8.9),
n=u&[a(w.+cos . q.)+a2 cos . Q. ] u.
&_a \ w%sin .+
cos .
sin .
q%++a2 cos .sin . Q%&
u%
sin .
+a2/+a3f 1. (8.12)
By (8.12) and (8.7)
(Xy } u, n)=1+a cos . q+a2(cos . Q+/)+a3f 1. (8.13)
From Eq. (8.12) and u.%=cos .(u%sin .), u%%sin .=&(sin .u+cos .u.),
u..=&u, (u% sin .). =0, it follows
n.=[a(w.+cos . q
.)+a2 cos . Q. ]u
+[1&a(w.+cos . q
.).&a2(cos . Q.). ] u.
&_a \ w%sin .+
cos .
sin .
q%+.+a2 \
cos .
sin .
Q%+.&
u%
sin .
+a2/+a3f 2,
(8.14)
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n%=sin . _a \ w%sin .+
cos .
sin .
q%++a2 cos .sin . Q%& u
+{a _cos . \ w%sin .+
cos .
sin .
q%+&(w.+cos . q.)%&
+a2 \cos
2 .
sin .
Q%&cos .Q.%+= u.
+{sin .&a _ w%%sin .+
cos .
sin .
q%%+cos .(w.+cos . q
.)&
&a2 \cos .sin . Q%%+cos2 . Q.)=
u%
sin .
+a2/+a3f 2. (8.15)
Therefore
a&1x% 7 n.=&sin .[1+a[w&(w.+cos . q
.).]&a2(cos . Q.). ]u
+sin .[a(w.+cos . q
.)+a2 cos . Q.] u.
+[a(w%+cos . q%)+a2 cos . Q%]
u%
sin .
+a2/+a3f 2,
(8.16)
a&1n% 7 x.={&sin .+a _ w%%sin .+
cos .
sin .
q%%+cos .(w.+cos . q
.)
&sin .(w&sin . q.)&
+a2 _cos .sin . Q%%+cos2 . Q.+sin2 . Q.&= u
+sin .[a(w.+cos . q
.)+a2 cos . Q.] u.
+sin . _a \ w%sin .+
cos .
sin .
q%++a2 cos .sin . Q%&
u%
sin .
+a2/+a3f 2, (8.17)
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a&1(x% 7 n.+n% 7 x. , Xy } u)
=&2 sin .+a { w%%sin .+
cos .
sin .
q%%+cos .(w.+cos . q
.)
&sin .(w&sin . q.)&sin .[w&(w.+cos . q
.).]
&2 sin . cos . q=
+a2 {cos .sin . Q%%+cos2 . Q.+sin2 . Q.
&2 sin . cos . Q+sin .(cos . Q.).=+a2/+a3f 2
=&2 sin .+a { w%%sin .+(sin . w.).&2 sin . w
+
cos .
sin .
q%%+sin . cos . q
.
.+cos
2 . q.&2 sin . cos . q=
+a2 \cos .sin . Q%%+Q.&2 sin . cos . Q+sin .(cos . Q.).+
+a2/+a3f 2. (8.18)
From Eqs. (8.11), (8.13) and (I), (II) it follows
a2
(Xy } u, n)2 |x. 7 x% |
=
1
sin .
[1&a[2 cos .q+2w&sin .q. ]
&a2(2 cos .Q&sin . Q.)]+a2/+a3f 1, (8.19)
and therefore, taking also into account that q=tg .q., Q=tg .Q. , from
Eqs. (8.16), (8.17), (8.18), (8.19) we have
A=&
2
a
+_ w%%sin2 .+
(sin .w.).
sin .
+2w&+ cos .sin2 . q%%+cos . q..+
cos2 .
sin .
q.
+a \ cos .sin2 . Q%%+
1
sin .
Q.+(cos .Q.).++a/+a2f 2,
(x% 7 n.+n% 7 x. , Xy } u)
(Xy } u, n)
=a sin . {&2+a _Lw&4w+ cos .sin2 . q%%+cos .q..+
cos2 .
sin .
q.&
+a2 \ cos .sin2 . Q%%+
1
sin .
Q.+(cos .Q.).)=+a2/+a3f 2. (8.20)
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From (8.20), recalling also the definition (2.1) of ( } , } ) it follows
B=2?a {&2+a _ 12? (Lw&4w, 1)
+
1
2? 
cos .
sin2 .
q%%+cos . q
.
.+
cos2 .
sin .
q. , 1&
+a2
1
2? 
cos .
sin2 .
Q%%+
1
sin .
Q.+(cos .Q.). , 1=+a3 (/, 1)+a4f 2.
(8.21)
From Eqs. (8.10), (8.13) and (I), (II) we obtain
|
2?
0
|
?2
0
|x. 7 x% | d. d%
=2?a2 _1+a \ 12? (2w, 1)&
1
2?
(sin . q. , 1)+
&a2
1
2?
(sin . Q. , 1)&+a4 (/, 1) +a5f 1,
1
C
=
1
2?a2 {1&a \
1
2?
(2w, 1) &
1
2?
(sin . q. , 1) +cos .q+
+a2 \ 12? (sin . Q. , 1)) &cos . Q)=+/+aF1. (8.22)
Equations (8.21), (8.22) imply
B
C
=&
2
a
+
1
2?
(Lw, 1) +2 sin .q.&
1
2?
(2 sin .q. , 1)
+
1
2? 
cos .
sin2 .
q%%+cos .q
.
.+
cos2 .
sin .
q. , 1
+a \2 sin . Q.& 12? (2 sin . Q. , 1)
+
1
2? 
cos .
sin2 .
Q%%+
1
sin .
Q.+(cos . Q.). , 1++a/+a2F2. (8.23)
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From Eqs. (8.20), (8.23) we have (4.5) with w instead of v, and
l0=
cos .
sin2 .
q%%+cos .q
.
.+
cos2 .
sin .
q.&2 sin .q.
=
cos .
sin2 .
q%%+
2 cos2 .&3 sin2 .
sin .
q. ,
l1=
cos .
sin2 .
Q%%+cos . Q
.
.+
cos2 .
sin .
Q.&2 sin . Q.
=
cos .
sin2 .
Q%%+3
cos2 .&sin2 .
sin .
Q. .
A direct computation yields (4.6) and
l1=
cos . sin .
2 {[(2,22&,11)1+3(cos2 .&sin2 .) ,111 ] cos3 %
+[&3,112+2(,22&2,11)2+9(cos2 .&sin2 .) ,112 ] cos2 % sin %
+[&2(2,22&,11)1&3,122+9(cos2 .&sin2 .) ,122 ] cos % sin2 %
+[&(,22&2,11)2+3(cos2 .&sin2 .) ,222 ] sin3 %=
which is equivalent to (4.7). To get (4.5) we only need to observe that
L#&(12?) (L#, 1) =0.
From Lemma 8.1 and Eq. (8.12) it follows
a&1n 7 x%=&sin .[a(w.+cos .q
.)+a2 cos .Q.]u
&sin .(1+aw) u.&(a sin .q
%+a2 sin .Q%)
u%
sin .
+a2/+a3f 1,
(n 7 x% , Xy } u)=&sin .a
2[(w.+cos .q
.&sin .q)
+a(cos .Q.&sin .Q)]+a3/+a4f 1.
This, w.=v. , and a simple computation give *0=,11 cos2 %+2,12 sin % cos %
+,22 sin2 %, which concludes the proof of Proposition 4.9. K
Proof of Proposition 4.12. The proposition and in particular Eq. (4.11)
follow by inserting
r=1+av+a2#(v, a), rt=avt+a2#v(v, a) vt
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into Eq. (7.14) and by using the fact that p* =a(h4 1 &1+h4 2&2), together with
the smoothness of the function 8 in Lemma 7.2. K
9. APPENDIX C
Proof of Lemma 6.7. From Eq. (6.16) and the first inequality in
Lemma 6.5 it follows that the right derivative |x({)| r of |x({)| is bounded
by
|x({)| r|x{({)|a3C( |x({)|+a3 &y({)&2 ),
and therefore, assuming a>0 smaller than some a0(T, K), we have
|x({)|a6;(T ) _y_2 , |x{({)|a6;(T ) _y_2 , { # [0, T]. (9.1)
A similar computation shows that if x1 , x2 are the solutions to the first of
Eqs. (6.16) corresponding to the two functions y1 , y2 # Y TK , then ! :=
x1&x2 , ’ :=y1& y2 satisfy
|!({)|+|!{({)|a6;(T, K) _’_2 . (9.2)
The derivation of the inequalities (i)(viii) is standard and it is based on
the smoothness properties of the maps Q0C , QC , and on Lemma 6.5. We
only sketch the proof of (i), (ii), (vii). The other inequalities are proved by
similar arguments.
From the definition of Q0C and Lemma 6.5 it follows
&Q0C({)&2CCM , (9.3)
Q0C{=vpp(p(h +x))[ph (h +x)(h {+x{), c(p(h +x))]
+vp(p(h +x)) cp(p(h +x))[ph(h +x) } (h {+x{)],
where CM is defined in (6.17). From this, Eq. (6.13) and the fact that vp ,
vpp , cp , ph are bounded, it follows
&Q0C({){&2C(a
3CM+|x{({)| )
and therefore, using also (9.1), we have for 0<s<{,
&Q0C({)&Q
0
C(s)&2C(a
3CM+a6;(T ) _y_2)({&s). (9.4)
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Hence [Q0C]C && (]0, 32], C N2+: )a
3C(CM+a3;(T ) _y_2). From this and (9.3)
inequality (i) follows. To prove (ii) we note that from (9.3), (9.4) it follows,
for 1<s<{<T,
&e|{Q0C({)&e|sQ0C(s)&2e|{ &Q0C({)&Q0C(s)&2+(e|{&e|s) &Q0C(s)&2
Ce|TT 1&&[(1+a3) CM+a6;(T) _y_2]({&s)&.
From this inequality and (9.3) inequality (ii) follows.
To prove (vii) define ({, x, y) :=QC(h ({)+x, y; a). Then we have
QC2({)&QC1({)=|
1
0
x ({, x1({)+_!({), y1({)) d_ !({)
+|
1
0
y({, x1({)+!({), y1({)+_’({)) d_ ’({) (9.5)
and therefore by Lemma 6.5 and (9.2)
&QC2({)&QC1({)&C :C(&y1({)&2 |!({)|+&’({)&2)
C(1+a6;(T, K )) _’_2 . (9.6)
From (9.5) it follows
QC2({)&QC1({)&QC2(s)+QC1(s)
=|
1
0
x ({, x1({)+_!({), y1({)) d_(!({)&!(s))
+|
1
0
|
1
0
x{(s+*({&s), x1({)+_!({), y1({)) d* d_({&s) !(s)
+|
1
0
|
1
0
xx(s, x1(s)+_!(s)+*[x1({)&x1(s)
+_!({)&_!(s)], y1({))(!(s), [x1({)&x1(s)+_!({)&_!(s)]) d* d_
+|
1
0
|
1
0
xy(s, x1(s)+_!(s), y1(s)
+*y1({)&*y1(s)) d* d_(!(s), y1({)& y1(s))
+|
1
0
y({, x1({)+!({), y1({)+_’({)) d_(’({)&’(s))
+|
1
0
|
1
0
y{(s+*({&s), x1({)+!({), y1({)+_’({)) d* d_({&s) ’(s)
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+|
1
0
|
1
0
yx(s, x1(s)+!(s)+*[x1({)&x1(s)+!({)&!(s)], y1({)
+_’({)) d* d_(’(s), [x1({)&x1(s)+!({)&!(s)])
+|
1
0
|
1
0
yy(s, x1(s)+!(s), y1(s)+_’(s)+*[ y1({)
+_’({)& y1(s)&_’(s)])(’(s), [ y1({)+_’({)& y1(s)&_’(s)]) d* d_.
The eight integrals I i , i=1, ..., 8 at the right hand side of the previous
equation can be estimated as follows for 0<=<s<{32: by Lemma 6.5
and (9.2) we have
&I1&C :C &y1({)&2 |!({)&!(s)|a6;(T, K) _’_2 ({&s)&.
Moreover
&I2&C :a9;(T, K) _’_2 ({&s)&.
This follows from Lemma 6.5, (9.2) and the observation that from the
definition of , Lemma 6.5 and (6.13) it follows {=O(a3). Moreover,
recalling also Definition 6.1
&I3&C :a12;(T, K) _’_2 ({&s)&,
&I4&C :a6;(T, K) =&& _’_2 ({&s)&,
&I5&C :C &’({)&’(s)&2
C
=&
=& sup
=<s<{
&’({)&’(s)&2
({&s)&
({&s)&

C
=&
[’]C && (]0, 32]; C N2+: )({&s)
&
C
=&
_’_2 ({&s)&,
&I6&C :a3C _’_2 ({&s)&, &I7 &C :a6;(T, K) _’_2 ({&s)&,
&I8&C :C _’_2 (&y1({)& y1(s)&2+&’({)&’(s)&2)

C
=&
([ y1]C && (]0, 32]; C N2+: )+[’]C && (]0, 32]; C N2+: )) _’_2 ({&s)
&

C
=&
K _’_2 ({&s)&.
From these ineqalities and [QC2 & QC1 ]C && ( ]0, 32]; C :) = sup0<=<32 =
&_
sup=<s<{32 (& I i&C : ({&s)&), assertion (vii) follows. K
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